SEASON: A letter to the future is Coming to PC, PS4, and PS5 This
Autumn

Bicycle into a mysterious new world to record life at the end of a
season.
Montreal, Canada - June 2nd, 2022 - Scavengers Studio is ecstatic to share that their
anticipated third-person atmospheric adventure game, SEASON: A letter to the future, will be
launching on Steam, Epic Games Store, PlayStation 5, and PlayStation 4 this autumn. The
team has been hard at work developing this melancholic journey and is excited to share the
experience with the world. Let yourself be carried away into the world of SEASON: A letter to
the future with the brand new gameplay trailer:
Watch Gameplay Trailer on YouTube: https://youtu.be/XRFj2T3raio
“We’re so psyched for people to spend time getting to know the world of SEASON: A letter to
the future, a place grappling with the same feeling of impending loss as our own but for different
reasons. What you choose to do, what you choose to record, and what you come to understand
about this unique universe will evolve as you play and explore. You will make
agonizing-in-a-good-way choices about how to help people and how to remember them. We’ve
poured our hearts and minds into this project.” - Kevin Sullivan, Creative Director.

High in the mountains, there is a village safe from the turmoil of changing seasons. No one has
left in a generation, no one until Estelle. In her world, a season is a period of history, an era.
This season is about to end. Riding off into the unknown, she leaves her home to try to capture
this moment for the future. Estelle navigates through a strange yet familiar world, witnessing life
on the brink of an impending but mysterious change.
The gameplay of SEASON: A letter to the future focuses on exploring, recording, meeting
people, and unraveling the strange world around you. At any point, you can hop off your bike
and equip a tool from your bag. Each captures a different layer; sounds and music, art and
architecture, voices of old people, vanishing religious practices, the traces of seasons long past.
Your tools help you peel back these layers until you’re able to grasp the culture, history, and
ecology underneath everything.

Features:
● A bicycle road trip: Wind your way through stunning landscapes on your bicycle.
● Explore a mysterious world: Meet a diverse cast of characters on your way, who will
change the course of your story.
● Document, photograph and record: Collect memories, make recordings, and discover
the secrets of the world of Season before it ends.
PlayStation 5 Features:
● Adaptive triggers: Using the triggers to pedal your bicycle, the resistance will vary
depending on your speed and the steepness of the road.
● Haptic feedback: Feel the texture of the ground change as you cycle over different
terrain, using the DualSense wireless controller’s haptic feedback.
● Tempest 3D AudioTech: Traverse the world’s lush soundscapes and record them with
defined, dimensional precision.
● Fast loading: Leave home without delay – near-instant loading via the PS5 system’s
SSD sends you on a bicycle trip into a mysterious new world.

Wishlist SEASON: A letter to the future on Steam, Epic Game Store, and the PlayStation Store
now! To keep up to date with the latest news and updates, visit the official website, join Discord,
and follow on Twitter and Facebook.
About Scavengers Studio
Founded in 2015 in Montreal, Scavengers is an independent video game studio bringing
together a diverse team of daring creators. Designing and imagining all of the video games they
produce, this multidisciplinary group aims to provide unique experiences to its players through
unique worlds. Pushing aside conventions, the studio is a playground that stands out for its
variety of perspectives, a place where challenge and collaboration are the basis of creation.

